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We study effects of the scale-invariant hidden sector, the unparticle, proposed by Georgi, on top spin

correlation at the Large Hadron Collider. Assuming no flavor-changing interaction between the unpar-

ticles and the standard model particles, the top-antitop quark pair production process arises through virtual

unparticle exchanges in the s channel, in addition to the standard model processes. In particular, we

consider contributions of scalar and vector unparticles and find that these make sizable deviations of the

top spin correlation from the standard model one.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.79.074019 PACS numbers: 14.65.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard model (SM) quite successfully describes
phenomena around the electroweak scale. However, it is
widely believed that new physics beyond the SM appears
around the TeV scale or higher. Recently, Georgi proposed
a conceptually new possibility that scale-invariant new
physics with an infrared fixed point couples to the SM
sector [1,2], based on a specific model possessing the scale
invariance [3]. Interactions between the new physics sector
and the SM sector are realized in the following way. First
we introduce couplings between the new physics operator
OUV with mass dimension dUV, which is a singlet under the
SM gauge group, and the SM operator OSM with mass
dimension dSM at a mass scale M,

L int ¼ cn
MdUVþdSM�4

OUVOSM; (1.1)

where cn is a dimensionless constant. It is assumed that the
new physics sector has an infrared fixed point at a scale
�UV, below which the operator OUV matches onto a new
(composite) operator OU with dimension dU through the
dimensional transmutation. As a result, an effective inter-
action term arises of the form

L int ¼ cn
�dUV�dU

UV

MdUVþdSM�4
OUOSM � �n

�dUþdSM�4
OUOSM;

(1.2)

where �n is a coupling constant and� is an effective cutoff
scale of low energy physics. The operatorOU is coined an
unparticle. Depending on the nature of the new physics
operatorOUV, the resulting unparticle may have a different
Lorentz structure. Three unparticle operators, the Lorentz
scalar OU, the vector O�

U, and the tensor O��
U , were

considered [1], and their two-point functions were derived
from the argument based on scale invariance [2,4]. By
using these operators, new phenomena such as direct un-
particle emission processes [1] and virtual unparticle ex-
change processes [2,4] were also discussed. In particular,
virtual unparticle exchange processes are interesting since
unparticles with a possible different spin nature affect the
spin configuration and angular distribution of outgoing SM
particles.
Suitable candidates to produce the effects of virtual

unparticle exchange are top spin correlations in the top-
antitop pair production process. The top quark with a mass
range of 175 GeV [5] decays electroweakly before hadro-
nizing [6], and thus the information of polarization of the
top-antitop quark pair is directly transferred to its decay
products without being diluted by hadronization. The spin
correlations for the hadronic top-antitop pair production
process have been extensively studied in QCD [7–9]. It is
then found that there is a spin asymmetry between the top-
antitop pairs produced; namely, the number of top-antitop
quark pairs produced with both spin up or spin down (like
pairs) is different from the number of pairs with the oppo-
site spin combinations (unlike pairs). If the top quark is
coupled to new physics beyond the SM, new physics
effects could alter the top-antitop spin correlations.
Therefore, the top-antitop spin correlations can provide
useful information to test not only the SM, but also pos-
sible new physics. Effects of new physics on the top-
antitop spin correlations have been studied at eþe� [10]
and photon [11] colliders. It should be noticed that the
LHC is a promising laboratory to study the top-antitop
quark production and the top spin correlations, since it
will produce almost 10� 106 top quarks a year. Effects
of several new physics models, such as Kaluza-Klein grav-
itons in brane-world models [12,13] and Z0 bosons [14] on
top spin correlations at the LHC, were studied, and sizable
deviations of the top spin correlations from the SM ones
were found. Also, analysis of top spin correlations through
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possible new physics has been performed in a model-
independent way with the use of Monte Carlo simulation
[15].

So far, there have been some studies on the effects of
unparticles on top-antitop quark pair production processes.
The total cross section of top-antitop quark pair production
through virtual unparticle exchanges was studied at hadron
colliders [16], the International Linear Collider (ILC) [17],
and photon colliders [18]. For the ILC and photon col-
liders, the top spin correlation was also studied [19,20]. In
this paper we investigate the effects of scalar and vector
unparticles on the top-antitop pair production and its spin
correlations at the LHC. In addition to the SM processes,
the unparticle gives rise to a new contribution for the top-
antitop pair production process in the s channel through the
effective coupling (1.2) and alters the top-antitop pair
production cross section and the top spin correlations
from the SM ones.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we briefly review the top spin correlations. In Sec. III, we
give a short discussion on the basics of unparticle physics.
In Sec. IV, we derive the invariant amplitudes for the
polarized top-antitop pair production processes mediated
by the scalar and vector unparticles. We show the results of
our numerical analysis in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to
conclusions. The Appendix contains the formulas used in
our calculations.

II. TOP SPIN CORRELATION

At hadron colliders, the top-antitop quark pair is pro-
duced through the processes of quark-antiquark pair anni-
hilation and gluon fusion:

i ! tþ �t; i ¼ q �q; gg: (2.1)

The former is the dominant process at the Tevatron, while
the latter is dominant at the LHC. The produced top-antitop
pairs decay before hadronization takes place. The main
decay modes in the SM involve leptonic and hadronic
modes:

t ! bWþ ! blþ�l; bu �d; bc�s; (2.2)

where l ¼ e, �, �. The differential rates of decay to a
decay product f ¼ b, lþ, �l, etc. at the top quark rest frame
can be parametrized as

1

�

d�

d cos�f
¼ 1

2
ð1þ �f cos�fÞ; (2.3)

where � is the partial decay width of the respective decay
channel and �f is the angle between the top quark polar-

ization and the direction of motion of the decay product f.
The coefficient �f, which is called the top spin analyzing

power, is a constant between �1 and 1. The ability to
distinguish the polarization of the top quark evidently
increases with �f. The most powerful spin analyzer is a

charged lepton, for which �lþ ¼ þ1 at tree level [21].
Other values of �f are �b ¼ �0:41 for the b quark and

��l
¼ �0:31 for the �l, respectively. In hadronic decay

modes, the role of the charged lepton is replaced by the �d or
�s quark.
Now we see how top spin correlations appear in the

chain of processes of i ! t�t and decay of the top quarks.
The total matrix element squared for the top-antitop pair
production (2.1) and its decay channels (2.2) is given by

jMj2 / Tr½�Ri ��� ¼ ��0�R
i
�	;�0	0 ��	0	 (2.4)

in the narrow-width approximation for the top quark. Here
the subscripts denote the top and antitop spin indices, and
Ri denotes the density matrix corresponding to the produc-
tion of the on-shell top-antitop quark pair through the
process i in (2.1):

Ri
�	;�0	0 ¼

X
initial spin

Mði ! t� �t	ÞM�ði ! t�0 �t	0 Þ; (2.5)

where Mði ! t� �t	Þ is the amplitude for the top-antitop

pair production. The matrices � and �� are the density
matrices corresponding to the decays of polarized top
and antitop quarks into some final states at the top and
antitop rest frames, respectively. In the leptonic decay
modes, the matrices �, which lead to (2.3), can be obtained
as (see, for instance, [22])

��0� ¼ Mðt� ! blþ�lÞM�ðt�0 ! blþ�lÞ

¼ �

2
ð1þ �f ~
 � ~qfÞ�0�; (2.6)

where qf is the unit vector of the direction of motion of the

decay product f. The density matrix for the polarized
antitop quark is obtained by replacing �f ! ��f in (2.6)

if there is no CP violation. In the SM, there is no CP
violation in the top quark decay at leading order. In the
model presented in the next section, there is no contribu-
tion that breaks CP symmetry at leading order, and thus
this relation holds.
A way to analyze the top-antitop spin correlations is to

see the angular correlations of two charged leptons lþl�
produced by the top-antitop quark leptonic decays. In the
following, we consider only the leptonic decay channels.
Using (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) and integrating over the azi-
muthal angles of the charged leptons, we obtain the follow-
ing double distribution [7,8]:

1




d2


d cos�lþd cos�l�
¼ 1

4
ð1þ B1 cos�lþ þ B2 cos�l�

� C cos�lþ cos�l�Þ: (2.7)

Here 
 denotes the cross section for the process of the
leptonic decay modes, and �lþð�l�Þ denotes the angle
between the top (antitop) spin axis and the direction of
motion of the antilepton (lepton) at the top (antitop) rest
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frame. In what follows, we use the helicity spin basis,
which is an almost optimal basis to analyze the top spin
correlation at the LHC.1 In this basis, the top (antitop) spin
axis is regarded as the direction of motion of the top
(antitop) in the top-antitop center-of-mass system. The
coefficients B1 and B2 are associated with a polarization
of the top and antitop quarks, and C encodes the top spin
correlations, whose explicit expression is given by

C ¼ A�lþ�l� ; �lþ ¼ �l� ¼ 1; (2.8)

where the coefficient A represents the spin asymmetry
between the top-antitop pairs produced with like- and
unlike-spin pairs and is defined as

A ¼ 
ðt" �t"Þ þ 
ðt# �t#Þ � 
ðt" �t#Þ � 
ðt# �t"Þ

ðt" �t"Þ þ 
ðt# �t#Þ þ 
ðt" �t#Þ þ 
ðt# �t"Þ : (2.9)

Here 
ðt� �t	Þ is the cross section of the top-antitop pair

production at parton level with denoted spin indices.
In the SM, at the lowest order of �s, the spin asymmetry

is found to be A ¼ þ0:319 for the LHC.2 In the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC, the spin asymmetry of the top-
antitop pairs will be measured with a precision of several
percent, after one year at low luminosity (10 fb�1) [25].
This accuracy can enhance the feasibility of finding new
physics effects at the LHC through top spin correlation.

III. UNPARTICLE PHYSICS

We briefly review derivations of two-point functions of
scalar and vector unparticles, which are relevant for our
analysis. It was argued in [2] that the scale invariance can
be used to fix the two-point function of unparticle opera-
tors,

h0jOUðxÞOy
Uð0Þj0i ¼

Z d4P

ð2�Þ2 e
�iP�x�ðP2Þ; (3.1)

where �ðP2Þ ¼ ð2�Þ2 R d��4ðP� p�Þjh0jOUj�ij2. The
spectral function �ðP2Þ is determined by scale invariance
to be �ðP2Þ ¼ AdU�ðP0Þ�ðP2ÞðP2ÞdU�2, where AdU is the

normalization factor. This factor is fixed, by identifying
�ðP2Þ with dU-body phase space of massless particles, to
be

AdU ¼ 16�2
ffiffiffiffi
�

p
ð2�Þ2dU

�ðdU þ 1=2Þ
�ðdU � 1Þ�ð2dUÞ : (3.2)

With the use of the spectral function �ðP2Þ and requiring
scale invariance, we can define the Feynman propagator.
The propagator for the scalar unparticle is given by [2]

�ðpÞ ¼ iAdU

2 sinðdU�Þ ð�p2ÞdU�2; (3.3)

and similarly for the vector unparticle (with only the
transverse mode),

���ðpÞ ¼ iAdU

2 sinðdU�Þ ð�p2ÞdU�2

�
g�� � p�p�

p2

�
: (3.4)

We could also consider the rigid conformal invariance as
a symmetry of the hidden sector [26,27]. By requiring
conformal invariance, the scalar unparticle propagator re-
mains the same form, while the vector unparticle propa-
gator is modified to

���ðpÞ ¼ iAdU

2 sinðdU�Þ ð�p2ÞdU�2

�
�
g�� � 2ðdU � 2Þ

dU � 1

p�p�

p2

�
: (3.5)

In Ref. [27], the theoretical bound of the scaling dimension
was obtained from the unitarity argument in this case. The
scaling dimension for the scalar unparticle is constrained
as dU � 1, while for the vector unparticle the bound is
dU � 3. The vector unparticle interaction with the latter
bound is very suppressed, and it would not cause a sizable
deviation from the SM. In this paper, we will concentrate
on the scale-invariant hidden sector, but we will also show
some results for the conformal-invariant hidden sector with
the scaling dimension dU ¼ 3:01, satisfying the above-
mentioned bound (see Table I).3

In the following we list operators composed of SM fields
and derivatives which are relevant in our consideration.
Relevant effective interactions of the scalar unparticle with
the SM fields are given by

�gg

�dU
trðG��G��ÞOU; (3.6)

for gluons, where �gg is a constant. For fermions we have

(up to dimensionless coefficients)

1

�dU
�QL

�QL@�OU;
1

�dU
�UR

�UR@�OU;

1

�dU
�DR

�DR@�OU;

(3.7)

1

�dU
�QL

�D�QLOU;
1

�dU
�UR

�D�UROU;

1

�dU
�DR

�D�DROU;

(3.8)

1See [23] for the study of another spin basis, which has a larger
spin correlation than the helicity basis at the LHC.

2The parton distribution function set of CTEQ6L [24] has been
used in our calculations. The resultant spin asymmetry some-
what depends on the parton distribution functions used.

3In the analysis of the top spin correlations, the term propor-
tional to p�p� in the vector unparticle propagator is vanishing
under the equation of motion for the initial (almost massless)
light quark. Therefore, the difference between the scale-invariant
and the conformal-invariant theories is just the bound for the
scaling dimension.
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where QL is a left-handed quark, and URðDRÞ denotes a
right-handed up (down)-type quark. The interactions with
fermions can be simplified by utilizing the equation of
motion for a fermion,

i�@�c ¼ mfc ; (3.9)

where mf is a fermion mass. Consequently, (3.7) and (3.8)

are summarized as

mQ

�dU
�QðaSQ þ i5bSQÞQ; (3.10)

where Q ¼ U, D are mass eigenstates of quarks, and aSQ
and bSQ are constants.

Possible terms interacting with the vector unparticle are

1

�dU�1
�QL

�QLðOUÞ�; 1

�dU�1
�UR

�URðOUÞ�;
1

�dU�1
�DR

�DRðOUÞ�: (3.11)

They are also simplified as

1

�dU�1
�Q�ðcQLPL þ cQRPRÞQðOUÞ�; (3.12)

where cQL and cQR are coupling constants.

IV. AMPLITUDES

In this section we calculate the squared invariant ampli-
tudes for q �q ! t�t and gg ! t�t processes. First we consider
the effect of the scalar unparticle. In this case, we only
consider the gg ! t�t process for new contributions from
the scalar unparticle, because the q �q ! t�t process is pro-
portional to light quark mass and hence negligible.

Since there is no interference between the QCD and the
scalar unparticle mediated processes, the squared ampli-
tude for the gg ! t�t process is simply given by

jMðgg! t�tÞj2 ¼ jMQCDðgg! t�tÞj2þjMSUðgg! t�tÞj2;
(4.1)

where MQCD is the amplitude of the QCD process and

MSU is the contribution of the scalar unparticle. We cal-
culate the helicity decomposition of the above amplitude
with respect to the final top spin polarization. For the
squared amplitude of the QCD process with the gg initial
state, we have

jMQCDðgg ! t" �t"Þj2 ¼ jMQCDðgg ! t# �t#Þj2

¼ g4s
96

Yð	t; cos�Þð1� 	2
t Þ

� ð1þ 	2
t þ 	2

t sin
4�Þ; (4.2)

jMQCDðgg ! t" �t#Þj2 ¼ jMQCDðgg ! t# �t"Þj2

¼ g4s	
2
t

96
Yð	t; cos�Þsin2�ð1þ cos2�Þ;

(4.3)

where gs is the strong coupling constant, 	t ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4m2

t =s
p

, mt is the top quark mass,
ffiffiffi
s

p
is the energy

of colliding partons, and � is the scattering angle between
the incoming quark and the outgoing top quark. The form
of Yð	t; �Þ is defined by

Y ð	t; cos�Þ ¼ 7þ 9	2
t cos

2�

ð1� 	2
t cos

2�Þ2 : (4.4)

The squared helicity amplitude mediated by the scalar
unparticle is written as

jMSUðgg ! t �t�Þj2 ¼
�
1

2

�
2
�

1

32 � 1

�
2 ð32 � 1Þ3

4

� X
�1;�2

jMSUð�1; �2;; �Þj2; (4.5)

where �iði ¼ 1; 2Þ ¼ �1 are the initial spins of gluons,
and  ¼ �ð� ¼ �Þ denotes spin up/down for the final
state top (antitop) quark. The amplitude MSUð�1�2 !
t �t�Þ is the helicity decomposition of MSUðgg ! t �t�Þ
with respect to the initial spins, given by

MSUð�1; �2;�;�Þ ¼ �AdU�ggmte
i�ðdU�1=2Þ

sinðdU�Þ�2dU
sdU�1=2

� 1þ �1�2

2
ðaSt 	t 	 ibSt Þ; (4.6)

M SUð�1; �2;�;	Þ ¼ 0: (4.7)

For the q �q ! t�t process, we have

jMðq �q! t�tÞj2 ¼ jMQCDðq �q! t�tÞj2 þjMNCðq �q! t�tÞj2;
(4.8)

TABLE I. Spin asymmetryA and the t�t total cross section for
the top-antitop events without the constraint on the invariant
mass (second and third columns) and with the invariant mass cut
(fourth and fifth columns) in the range Mt�t 
 � GeV. The last
row shows the SM results.

dU ASU 
SU (pb) AðcutÞ
SU 
ðcutÞ

SU (pb)

1.01 0.335 502 0.333 501

1.10 0.325 495 0.324 494

dU AVU 
VU (pb) AðcutÞ
VU 
ðcutÞ

VU (pb)

1.20 0.286 508 0.288 506

3.01 0.318 490 0.318 490

A 
 (pb)

SM 0.319 489
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whereMQCD andMNC are the amplitudes of the QCD and

the neutral current processes, respectively. The helicity
decomposition of MQCD with respect to the final state is

given by

jMQCDðq �q ! t" �t"Þj2 ¼ jMQCDðq �q ! t# �t#Þj2

¼ g4s
9
ð1� 	2

t Þsin2�; (4.9)

jMQCDðq �q ! t" �t#Þj2 ¼ jMQCDðq �q ! t# �t"Þj2

¼ g4s
9
ð1þ cos2�Þ: (4.10)

The helicity amplitude of MNC is written as

jMNCðq �q ! t �t�Þj2 ¼
�
1

2

�
2X
�;	

jMNCð�;	;; �Þj2;

(4.11)

whereMNCð�;	;; �Þ are the helicity amplitudes and the
symbols �ðÞ and 	ð�Þ denote initial (final) spin states for
quarks and antiquarks, respectively. They are described by
(the color factor is suppressed)

M NCðþ;�;�;�Þ ¼ 	s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 	2

t

q
sin�

�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ
s

þ gfR
2

gtL þ gtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.12)

M NCð�;þ;�;�Þ ¼ 	s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 	2

t

q
sin�

�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ
s

þ gfL
2

gtL þ gtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.13)

M NCðþ;�;þ;�Þ ¼ �sð1þ cos�Þ
�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ

s
þ gfR

2

ð1� 	tÞgtL þ ð1þ 	tÞgtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.14)

M NCðþ;�;�;þÞ ¼ sð1� cos�Þ
�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ

s
þ gfR

2

ð1þ 	tÞgtL þ ð1� 	tÞgtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.15)

M NCð�;þ;þ;�Þ ¼ sð1� cos�Þ
�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ

s
þ gfL

2

ð1� 	tÞgtL þ ð1þ 	tÞgtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.16)

M NCð�;þ;�;þÞ ¼ �sð1þ cos�Þ
�ðeQfÞðeQtÞ

s
þ gfL

2

ð1þ 	tÞgtL þ ð1� 	tÞgtR
s�M2

Z þ iMZ�Z

�
; (4.17)

with the decay widths of the Z boson, �Z, given by

�Z ¼ �ðZ ! f �fÞ ¼ MZ

96�

X
f

	ffð3þ ð	fÞ2ÞððgfLÞ2 þ ðgfRÞ2Þ þ 6ð1� ð	fÞ2ÞgfLgfRg: (4.18)

Here MZ is the mass of the Z boson and 	f ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4m2

f=M
2
Z

q
. Couplings, charges, and decay widths �Z

are explicitly given in the Appendix.
Next we consider the case for the vector unparticle,

which contributes to the quark annihilation process q �q !
t�t in the s, t, and u channels, in addition to the standard
model processes. In our analysis, we assume no flavor-
violating processes, and therefore we only consider the
vector unparticle exchange in the s-channel process. The
total amplitude for the quark annihilation process is given
by

Mðq �q ! t�tÞ ¼ MNCðq �q ! t�tÞ þMQCDðq �q ! t�tÞ
þMVUðq �q ! t�tÞ; (4.19)

where MNC is the neutral current process, MQCD is the

QCD process given in (4.9) and (4.10), and MVU is the
contribution of the vector unparticle. Since there is no
interference between the QCD process and other processes,
the squared amplitude is written as

jMðq �q ! t�tÞj2 ¼ jðMNC þMVUÞðq �q ! t�tÞj2
þ jMQCDðq �q ! t�tÞj2: (4.20)

The helicity amplitude of the neutral current process and
the vector unparticle mediated process is described by

jðMNC þMVUÞðq �q ! t �t�Þj2

¼
�
1

2

�
2X
�;	

ðjMNCð�;	;; �Þj2 þ jMVUð�;	;; �Þj2

þ ðMNCM�
VUð�;	;; �Þ þ H:c:ÞÞ; (4.21)
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whereMVUð�;	;; �Þ are the decompositions of the helicity amplitudesMVUðq �q ! t �t�Þwith respect to the initial spin.
The helicity amplitudes mediated by the vector unparticle MVUð�;	;; �Þ are given by

M VUðþ;�;�;�Þ ¼ �sdU�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 	2

t

q
sin�

AdUe
i�ðdU�2Þ

2 sinðdU�Þ�2ðdU�1Þ
cQR
2
ðctL þ ctRÞ; (4.22)

M VUð�;þ;�;�Þ ¼ �sdU�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 	2

t

q
sin�

AdUe
i�ðdU�2Þ

2 sinðdU�Þ�2ðdU�1Þ
cQL
2
ðctL þ ctRÞ; (4.23)

M VUðþ;�;�;	Þ ¼ sdU�1ðcos�� 1Þ AdUe
i�ðdU�2Þ

2 sinðdU�Þ�2ðdU�1Þ
cQR
2
ðctL þ ctR 	 	tðctL � ctRÞÞ; (4.24)

M VUð�;þ;�;	Þ ¼ sdU�1ðcos�	 1Þ AdUe
i�ðdU�2Þ

2 sinðdU�Þ�2ðdU�1Þ
cQL
2
ðctL þ ctR 	 	tðctL � ctRÞÞ; (4.25)

where ctLðctRÞ is the coupling constant cQL ðcQR Þ in (3.12) with
Q ¼ t.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Here we show various numerical results and demon-
strate interesting properties of measurable quantities. In
our analysis we use the parton distribution function of
CTEQ6L [24] with the factorization scale Q ¼ mt ¼
175 GeV and �sðQÞ ¼ 0:1074. In the whole analysis, the
center-of-mass energy of the colliding protons, ECMS, is
taken to be 1.96 TeV at the Tevatron and 14 TeV at the
LHC. For simplicity, we fix the model parameters as

follows: �gg ¼ 1 in (3.6), aSQ ¼ bSQ ¼ cQL ¼ cQR ¼ 1 in

(3.10) and (3.12), and � ¼ 1 TeV.

As can be seen from the formulas of the squared ampli-
tudes (4.6), (4.22), (4.23), (4.24), and (4.25), the cross
sections through the unparticle exchange processes grow
or slowly decrease compared to the SM cross sections,
according to the colliding partons center-of-mass energy.
When the cross section grows as a power of the center-of-
mass energy, the unitarity will be violated at high energies.
This behavior is shown, for instance, in Figs. 1 and 2,
where the cross sections of the top-antitop pair production
through q �q ! t�t and gg ! t�t at the parton level, respec-
tively, are depicted as a function of the parton center-of-
mass energy Mt�t. In order to make our analysis conserva-
tive, we only take into account the contributions from
unparticle exchange processes for the center-of-mass en-
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10
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10
1

( )

(
)

FIG. 1. The dependence of the cross section of the top-antitop
quark pair production by quark pair annihilation and
gluon fusion on the center-of-mass energy of colliding partons
Mt�t with dU ¼ 1:01 and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid and dashed
lines correspond to the results of up-quark annihilation and
gluon fusion for the SM, respectively. The dotted and dash-
dotted lines correspond to the results of the SMðgluon fusionÞ þ
the scalar unparticle processes, and only the scalar unparticle
contribution.
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the cross section of the top-antitop
quark pair production by quark pair annihilation and gluon
fusion on the center-of-mass energy of colliding partons Mt�t

with dU ¼ 1:01 and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid and dashed lines
correspond to the results of the up-quark annihilation and gluon
fusion for the SM, respectively. The dotted and dash-dotted lines
correspond to the results of the SMðup-quark annihilationÞ þ
vector unparticle processes, and only the vector unparticle con-
tribution.
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ergy of colliding partons lower than �, namely,
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
Mt�t 
 �.

The scaling dimension of the unparticle dU is a unique
free parameter in our analysis. Since the Tevatron results
for the total cross section of top-antitop production are
consistent with the SM prediction [28], we can obtain the
lower bounds for dU from the Tevatron results. In Figs. 3
and 4, we present the dependence of the total cross section
on dU in the case of the scalar and the vector unparticles.
The solid line corresponds to the model with unparticles,
while the dashed line corresponds to the SM value. We find
the SM cross section for the top-antitop pair production at

LO to be �5:57 pb, while in the next-to-next-to-LO
(NNLO) analysis the SM prediction is found to be
6:7þ0:7

�0:9 pb [29]. Scaling our results to the NNLO value,

we estimate the error of the Tevatron measurement as
�1:2 pb and apply this error bar to obtain the lower bound
on dU (see Fig. 4). From the plots, we find that there is no
bound on dUð� 1Þ for the scalar unparticle, while dU �
1:2 for the vector unparticle.
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FIG. 3. The total cross section of the top-antitop quark pair
production as a function of dU at Tevatron with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 1:96 TeV
and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid curve shows the value of the SMþ
scalar unparticle, while the dashed line shows the SM value.
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FIG. 4. The total cross section of the top-antitop quark pair
production as a function of dU at Tevatron with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 1:96 TeV
and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid curve shows the contribution of the
vector unparticle to the total cross section. The dashed line
corresponds to the SM value, and the dotted lines correspond
to the estimated errors from the Tevatron measurement.
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FIG. 5. Differential cross section (5.1) as a function of
the top-antitop invariant mass Mt�t for the SMþ
scalar unparticle processes with dU ¼ 1:01 and � ¼ 1 TeV.
The solid line depicts the result of the SM, and the dashed line
depicts the result of the SMþ scalar unparticle. The breakdown
of the latter into the like-spin (dotted) and the unlike-spin (dash-
dotted) pair productions is also shown.
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FIG. 6. Differential cross section (5.1) as a function of
the top-antitop invariant mass Mt�t for the SMþ
vector unparticle processes with dU ¼ 1:20 and � ¼ 1 TeV.
The solid line depicts the result of the SM, and the dashed line
depicts the result of the SMþ vector unparticle. The breakdown
of the latter into the like-spin (dotted line) and the unlike-spin
(dash-dotted line) pair productions is also shown.
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With the lower bound on dU from the Tevatron experi-
ment, we now consider the unparticle effects on the top-
antitop production process at the LHC. The dependence of
the cross section on the top-antitop invariant mass Mt�t is
given by

d
totðpp ! t�tÞ
d

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ X
a;b

Z 1

�1
d cos�

Z 1

s

E2
CMS

dx1
2

ffiffiffi
s

p
x1E

2
CMS

� faðx1; Q2Þfb
�

s

x1E
2
CMS

; Q2

�
d
ðt�tÞ
d cos�

:

(5.1)

Figures 5 and 6 show the same dependence for the case of

the scalar and the vector unparticles. Here, the decompo-
sition of the total cross section into the like (t" �t" þ t# �t#) and
unlike (t" �t# þ t# �t") top-antitop spin pairs is also shown.

Now we show the results for the spin asymmetryA as a
function of the top-antitop invariant massMt�t. The plot for
the case of the scalar unparticle is shown in Fig. 7 and for
the vector unparticle in Fig. 8. The dependence of A on
the value of dU, after integration with respect toMt�t in the
range 2mt 
 Mt�t 
 ECMS, is depicted in Figs. 9 and 10.
The existence of the scalar unparticle increases the value of
A, while the existence of the vector unparticle decreases
the expected spin asymmetry. Deviation from the SM
becomes larger as the center-of-mass energy becomes
larger and dU becomes smaller. In Figs. 11 and 12, the
results for the spin asymmetry A as a function of the
effective cutoff scale � are depicted. Again, one can see
that the scalar (vector) unparticle gives rise to positive
(negative) contributions to A.
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FIG. 7. Spin asymmetry A as a function of the top-antitop
invariant mass Mt�t with dU ¼ 1:01 and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid
line corresponds to the SM, while the dashed line corresponds to
the result of the SMþ scalar unparticle.
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FIG. 8. Spin asymmetry A as a function of the top-antitop
invariant mass Mt�t with dU ¼ 1:20 and � ¼ 1 TeV. The solid
line corresponds to the SM, while the dashed line corresponds to
the result of the SMþ vector unparticle.
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FIG. 9. Spin asymmetry A as a function of dU for the case of
the scalar unparticle with � ¼ 1 TeV.
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FIG. 10. Spin asymmetry A as a function of dU for the case
of the vector unparticle with � ¼ 1 TeV.
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Table I presents values of the spin asymmetryA and the

t�t total cross section for selected values of dU. Here,AðcutÞ

and 
ðcutÞ denote the results when we take into account the
unparticle contributions only for the range

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ Mt�t 
 �.
For the spin asymmetryA, we see a deviation of�5% for
the allowed value of dU ¼ 1:01 for the model with the
scalar unparticle, and �10% for the allowed value of
dU ¼ 1:20 for the model with the vector unparticle. Note
that for a fixed dU, the deviation of the spin asymmetry
from the SM one is always bigger than the deviation of the
total cross sections. With the estimated precision of the
measurement around 6% [25], the size of the deviation
from the SM for the vector unparticle could be sufficient
for the observation in the data from the first year of the low
luminosity LHC run (with integral luminosity L ¼
10 fb�1). For higher values of dU, the interactions between
the unparticles and the SM are suppressed, and thus the

deviation is very small. In particular, the vector unparticle
with rigid conformal invariance, where dU � 3, does not
give rise to large deviations.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the top-antitop pair production and the
top spin correlations with the scalar and the vector unpar-
ticles at the LHC. In addition to the SM processes, there is
a new contribution to the top-antitop pair production pro-
cess mediated by unparticles in the s channel. We have
computed the corresponding density matrix for the top-
antitop pair production including the contributions from
the scalar unparticle and the vector unparticle exchanges.
The scalar unparticle contributes to the like-spin pair pro-
duction amplitude through the gluon fusion processes,
while the vector unparticle mainly contributes to the
unlike-spin pair through the quark annihilation process.
We have shown various numerical results for the pro-

duction cross sections and the top spin correlations with
certain values of the scaling dimension dU and the cutoff
�. We have found a sizable deviation of the top-antitop
pair production cross sections and the top spin correlations
from those in the SM for the scalar and vector unparticle
exchange processes with lower values of the scaling di-
mensions dU. In particular, for the spin correlation, we
have found deviations of about 5% and 10% of the spin
asymmetry from the SM one for the scalar unparticle and
the vector unparticle, respectively. In Ref. [25], it is shown
that the spin asymmetry of the top-antitop pairs in the SM
will be measured with a precision of 6% after one year at
LHC at low luminosity, 10 fb�1. Thus, the deviation of the
top spin symmetry by the vector unparticle effects can be
measurable. However, note that it is a very rough estima-
tion since the sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment on the
spin correlation published in [25] was estimated selecting
low energetic top quarks with Mt�t < 550 GeV. In order to
estimate the sensitivity more accurately with a high Mt�t

region for our case, we need elaborate Monte Carlo simu-
lations, including the detector response. We leave this
interesting subject for future study.
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the vector unparticle with dU ¼ 1:20.
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APPENDIX: COUPLINGS AND DECAY WIDTHS

The couplings for the SM Z boson are

g�L;1 ¼
e

cos�W sin�W

1

2
; g�R;1 ¼ 0; (A1)

glL;1 ¼
e

cos�W sin�W

�
� 1

2
� sin2�Wð�1Þ

�
;

glR;1 ¼ �eð�1Þ tan�W;
(A2)

guL;1 ¼
e

cos�W sin�W

�
1

2
� sin2�W

2

3

�
;

guR;1 ¼ �e
2

3
tan�W;

(A3)

gdL;1 ¼
e

cos�W sin�W

�
� 1

2
� sin2�W

�
� 1

3

��
;

gdR;1 ¼ �e

�
� 1

3

�
tan�W:

(A4)

The decay widths of the Z boson are

�ðZ ! � ��Þ ¼ MZ

24�
ððg�LÞ2 þ ðg�RÞ2Þ; (A5)

�ðZ ! l�lÞ ¼ MZ

24�
ððglLÞ2 þ ðglRÞ2Þ; (A6)

�ðZ ! u �uÞ ¼ MZ

24�
3ððguLÞ2 þ ðguRÞ2Þ; (A7)

�ðZ ! d �dÞ ¼ MZ

24�
3ððgdLÞ2 þ ðgdRÞ2Þ: (A8)
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